Utilizing ISS Camera Systems for Scientific Analysis of Lightning Characteristics and comparison with ISS-LIS and GLM
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1. Introduction

Videos and still frame images from cameras aboard the International Space Station (ISS) are used to inspire, educate, and provide a unique vantage point from low-Earth orbit that is second to none; however, these cameras have overlooked capabilities for contributing to scientific analysis of the Earth and near-space environment. The goal of this project is to study how georeferenced video/images from available ISS camera systems can be useful for scientific analysis, using lightning properties as a demonstration.

2. Geolocation Methodology

The geolocation process merges basic principles of photogrammetry with an algorithm derived from SSMI/S. The SGP4 orbital code along with two-line element (TLE) data for the ISS is used to find position and velocity data for the station at the time of the photograph or video frame. Pointing angle is often not known, but comparison and adjustment to coastlines and city lights can lead to accuracies of ~1-2 pixels for near-nadir shots. Code is being open sourced soon.

3. Lightning Identification and Classification

A novel image-based flash identification and classification algorithm (detailed above) was developed to take advantage of the availability of color photos/video, enabling the ability to distinguish between city lights and lightning. The algorithm leveraged the OpenCV library, and was capable of outputting information about temporal and spatial evolution of lightning (e.g., flash size).

- The algorithm was applied to the METEOR camera, which is a near-nadir-mounted HD color video camera being used to track meteors from the ISS. Sensor type is 2/3" HbCMOS, with a focal length of 10.5 mm.
- Key advantages of photographs and video over traditional 777-nm optical lightning tracking include color-based analysis and significantly higher spatial resolution (~0.25 km vs. 2 (8) km for LIS (GLM)). Note the multiple scattering of light from the side of the cloud in the above pictures.
- Key disadvantages include reduced temporal resolution (e.g., 60-fps for METEOR camera vs. 500-fps for LIS/GLM), tendency to saturate in bright city lights and lightning.

4. Comparing to ISS-LIS, GLM, and NLDN

- Increases in video flash area correspond to NLDN-detected flashes. Video time series links multiple NLDN detections together.
- Spatial offset and timing issues in pre-release LIS and GLM datasets (soon to be corrected) are apparent, demonstrating potential cal/val utility of geolocated video and photographs.

5. Conclusions

This project demonstrated a proof-of-concept capability to use geolocated ISS photographs/video to quantitatively analyze lightning flashes and compare with other ground- and space-based lightning datasets. Future analysis should exploit the high spatial resolution and color imagery offered by digital photographs and HD video to better understand lightning characteristics and to help validate other data.
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